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1 ABSTRACT1

Writer identi�cation based on handwriting plays an important role2

in forensic analysis of the documents. Convolutional Neural Net-3

works have been successfully applied to this problem throughout4

the last decade. Most of the research that has been done in this5

area has concentrated on extracting local features from handwrit-6

ing samples and then combining them into global descriptors for7

writer retrieval. Extracting local features from small patches of8

handwriting samples is a reasonable choice considering the lack of9

big training datasets. However, the methods for aggregating local10

features are not perfect and do not take into account the spatial11

relationship between small patches of handwriting. This research12

aims to train a CNN with triplet loss function to extract global fea-13

ture vectors from images of handwritten text directly, eliminating14

the intermediate step involving local features. Extracting global15

features from handwriting samples is not a novel idea, but this16

approach has never been combined with triplet architecture. A data17

augmentation method is employed because training a CNN to learn18

the global descriptors requires a large amount of training data. The19

model is trained and tested on CVL handwriting dataset, using20

leave-one-out cross-validation method to test the soft top-N, hard21

top-N performance.22

2 INTRODUCTION23

“Handwriting is a kind of behavioral biometrics [14].” Every person24

has a somewhat distinct handwriting style, which makes it possi-25

ble to verify or identify a person based on their handwriting [1].26

Manual forensic handwriting analysis is used by law enforcement27

agencies to identify the writer, and it plays a considerable role in28

investigations [7]. However, identifying a writer based solely on29

their handwriting requires a lot of human expertise and experience30

in addition to being very time-consuming. Hence, automating this31

process is a research topic of interest. The research on automating32

writer identi�cation methods has also become relevant to analyzing33

historical documents as more digitized data is now available.34

Signature veri�cation can be viewed as a speci�c application35

of the writer identi�cation task. However, in the case of signature36

veri�cation, the problem space is di�erent, as the main focus is37

on distinguishing between forged and genuine signatures [5]. It38

should be noted that because our training data set does not include39

forged handwriting samples, a limitation of this study is that it will40

most likely fail in case of a skilled forgery.41
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The research in writer identi�cation is usually divided into two42

sub-categories – on-line and o�-line writer identi�cation. In on-line43

writer identi�cation, the dynamic information about the procedure44

of writing is preserved using specialized devices. In o�-line writer45

identi�cation, such information is not available and the only input46

is the handwritten text itself.47

The approaches for solving the problem of writer identi�cation48

can also be divided into two categories – text-independent and text-49

dependent methods. The text-dependent method requires the input50

to contain the same text as the target handwriting (or at least the51

same set of characters). In contrast, the text-independent method52

tries to solve the problem regardless of the content of handwriting.53

In the last decade, Convolutional Neural Networks have become54

a popular choice for analyzing visual documents [9]. The ground-55

breaking work on object detection, OCR, face veri�cation and many56

other successful applications of CNNs has revolutionized the �eld57

[10]. CNNs have also been successfully used in the writer identi�ca-58

tion problem [3, 13, 14]. Such approaches have set the state-of-the-59

art baseline in terms of accuracy of identifying the writers based60

on their handwriting [3, 13, 14].61

This proposal concentrates on o�-line text-independent writer62

identi�cation using CNNs. The rest of this paper talks about (3) the63

approach that I am suggesting, (4) related work that has been done64

using CNNs, (5) design and implementation, (6) and the results of65

experiments.66

3 RESEARCH GOALS67

My approach is to train a Convolutional Neural Network to directly68

learn the global representations of handwriting samples in the69

Euclidean space. The goal is to optimize the embeddings using the70

triplet loss function. This method has successfully been applied to71

the task of face recognition [11]. Similar work involving Triplet72

CNNs has been done by Keglevich et al. [7]. However, their research73

approach was to combine the local feature vectors through di�erent74

algorithms instead of directly learning the global descriptors. The75

local feature vectors are produced by feeding a CNN with low76

dimensional patches cut out of the same handwriting sample. Hence,77

a set of local descriptors characterizes each handwriting sample.78

There are multiple methods for combining these local descriptors79

into a global vector that represents the handwriting style of a given80

sample. On the other hand, global feature vectors can be directly81

produced by CNNs, if instead of small patches, CNN is fed with a82

sizeable window of handwriting sample. Tang and Wu [13] have83

researched methods for optimizing the global features without84
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aggregation of local features, but the technique that they used85

did not involve triplet architecture. The motivation for learning86

global descriptors as opposed to aggregating local ones is that the87

retrieval of local features from the small patches of the handwritten88

text images leads to the loss of information that might be key to89

identify the author with high accuracy. Aggregation methods that90

combine local descriptors to the global ones are not perfect, and91

the information about the spatial relationship of the patches is lost.92

My research is unique in that I am training CNN with a triplet loss93

to learn the global descriptors to tackle the writer identi�cation94

problem. The downside of feeding a CNN with large patches is that95

it requires more data for the model to reach a satis�able accuracy.96

Hence, I am also employing a data augmentation technique to97

enlarge the training set.98

4 BACKGROUND99

This section describes di�erent methods that have been used to100

address the writer identi�cation problem using CNNs. Two main101

methods are described below: (1) training a CNN to classify the102

handwriting samples and (2) learning the feature vectors via CNN.103

In addition to that, section 4.3 reviews the methods that have been104

used to address the lack of training data.105

4.1 Classi�cation into writer classes106

Convolutional Neural Networks have been used in two distinct107

ways to identify writers based on their handwriting. The �rst ap-108

proach treats the problem as a classi�cation task. CNN is trained109

through softmax loss function, where the number of output nodes110

corresponds to the number of users in the database. The output of111

each node signi�es the probability that each user is the author of112

the handwriting. The shortcomings of this approach are that the113

network is not scalable and it needs to be retrained every time a114

new writer is registered in the database.115

Xing and Qiao [14] have taken the approach mentioned above116

of directly training a classi�er. Such a CNN outputs a vector of117

probabilities for a handwriting sample belonging to a speci�c writer118

in the database. Xing and Qiao extracted the patches from the119

lines of handwritten text. They used a speci�c architecture (multi-120

stream structure) of a neural network comprised of two dependent121

CNNs that share the features in some layers. The reason for using122

such architecture was to take advantage of the spatial relationship123

between di�erent square patches. The input for this network was a124

pair of two adjacent patches.125

4.2 Methods for obtaining encodings126

A second approach for writer identi�cation is to produce the fea-127

ture vectors or encodings associated with each input image. This128

approach deals with the issue of scalability of the basic classi�ers.129

The encodings are supposed to capture the unique features of the130

handwriting, so that the encodings themselves are enough to dif-131

ferentiate between two writers. This way, a feature vector can be132

produced for the handwriting whose author is not in the training133

dataset. After the feature vector has been generated, the �nal step134

is to compare it with other encodings in the database and �nd the135

one such that some measure of similarity between the encodings is136

minimized.137

4.2.1 Encodings produced through classification.138

There are di�erent methods for obtaining encodings. An older139

approach starts by training a CNN with a classi�cation layer with140

a task to learn to classify the handwriting samples into the writer141

classes [12]. The second step is to extract the penultimate layer of142

the network. This layer contains the features speci�c enough to143

a writer that feature vectors can be used to distinguish between144

handwriting samples from di�erent authors [12].145

Fiel and Sablatnig [4] used the method described above to extract146

the feature vectors for the writer identi�cation. An encoding for147

an entire image of handwriting was obtained by averaging the148

encodings generated by the small patches. These encodings were149

later compared using Euclidean distance.150

Christlein and Maier [3] took a similar approach to extract local151

feature vectors - they took the penultimate layer of a CNN as an152

encoding. For identi�cation, they used cosine distance between153

global descriptors. They combined local feature vectors using dif-154

ferent algorithms in order to produce a global descriptor for each155

handwriting sample. They compared the VLAD encoding to tri-156

angulation embedding. They also compared max pooling to sum157

pooling in the writer identi�cation task. The input for the CNN158

was the small 32x32 patches that were randomly drawn from inside159

of the contours of the handwriting image.160

Same method was used by Tang and Wu [13] but they trained161

the model using large image patches. These patches included on162

average 15 words. They also proposed the use of joint Bayesian163

technique instead of square distance for the identi�cation task.164

4.2.2 Directly optimized encodings.165

Another method for obtaining encodings was devised in 2015166

[11], and it signi�cantly improved the benchmark for face recogni-167

tion/veri�cation. When applied to writer identi�cation, however,168

it did not improve upon the baseline set by other approaches [7].169

Below, I will review both of these papers.170

Schro� et al. [11] published a paper in 2015 on learning uni�ed171

embeddings for face recognition. The method that they proposed172

produced an algorithm with a 30% lower error rate than other173

known approaches. They started by training a CNN with the direct174

aim to optimize the encodings themselves, instead of treating the175

problem as a classi�cation task. They mention that the downsides176

of the older approach "are its indirectness and its ine�ciency".177

The algorithm starts by picking three examples from the data —178

an anchor, a positive example and a negative example. Then the179

triplet loss function is used to maximize the distance between the180

encodings of the anchor and the negative example, while at the same181

time minimizing the distance between the anchor and the positive182

example. This way, the network learns to encode the images in a183

way that the resulting feature vector accurately represents unique184

features of di�erent faces. Schro� et al. also discuss the importance185

of choosing the best triplets for training and propose a speci�c186

algorithm for choosing such triplets.187

Keglevich et al. [7] applied this recent version of obtaining the188

encodings to writer identi�cation. Again, the objective was to learn189

the encodings of the handwriting samples where the square distance190

(L2measure) between encodings obtained from two di�erent classes191

is maximized and the same measurement for the identical classes is192

minimized. In this paper, they incorporated an interesting algorithm193
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for extracting the patches. They retrieved the patches around the194

SIFT keypoints. As they claim, based on previous research, SIFT195

points are such that there is enough information around them for196

the network to learn useful encodings. After feeding the CNN with197

these patches, they aggregated the vectors from di�erent patches198

into one encoding. For this process of creating one feature vector199

per entire image of handwriting, they use VLAD [6] encodings.200

This approach was tested on ICDAR 2013 dataset.201

4.3 Methods addressing the lack of data202

Tang and Wu [13] proposed a novel data augmentation technique203

because of the necessity of large amounts of data to train a CNN.204

All the previous research that has been done in this area has fo-205

cused on training the CNN on small image patches; however, the206

problem of this approach is that when local features are extracted207

from patches, some details about a person’s writing style are lost.208

Learning the global features requires a lot more data, so they �rst209

extracted the words from the images of handwritten texts and then210

randomly permuted each word in a line. As a result, they were able211

to accumulate thousands of handwriting images for each writer in212

the dataset. They reported the best results on the CVL dataset and213

near state-of-the-art on ICDAR 13.214

Chen et al. [2] also pointed out that CNNs need a lot of train-215

ing data to achieve satisfactory accuracy in real-world applica-216

tions. Data augmentation techniques do generate more data, but217

the downside of using such techniques is the risk of over�tting to218

the repeated data. Instead, they proposed a semi-supervised deep219

learning algorithm that learns to extract the writing style features220

from the mixture of labeled and unlabeled data. The patches were221

obtained from the original images, and VLAD encodings produced222

global descriptors from the local feature vectors.223

5 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION224

This research aims to improve upon the approach taken by Tang225

and Wu. The data augmentation technique and the idea of training226

a CNN to learn the global embeddings were adopted without signif-227

icant changes. There are three key di�erences in comparison with228

their approach: 1) Instead of extracting the feature vector from the229

network’s penultimate layer, I am using a CNN that directly outputs230

the feature vector. This network is trained with triplet loss function.231

2) I am using the Euclidean distance as a measure of similarity232

between the feature vectors, as opposed to using the joint Bayesian233

technique. 3) In the data augmentation step, multiple patches are234

produced per handwriting sample. I am taking the median values235

across each component of the vectors associated with patches in236

order to produce a single vector per sample. My work�ow consists237

of three main parts - data augmentation, training of the model, and238

evaluating the model. These parts are discussed in detail below.239

5.1 Data Augmentation and pre-processing240

The �rst step in thework�ow is data augmentation and pre-processing,241

which is almost identical to the method used by Tang and Wu. Each242

handwriting sample goes through the same set of steps:243

(1) Original handwriting sample.244

(2) Sample is segmented into words (both CVL and IAM datasets245

already provide word segmentation). See Figure 1 (2).246

Figure 1: Data Augmentation Pipeline
(1) Original handwriting sample. (2) Word segmentation. (3) A

random line produced by concatenating the words. (4) A page that
was produced stacking 6 lines from the output of step (3). (5)
Square patches given by splitting a page. In this example, the

binarization has not yet been applied.

(3) The words from a single sample are randomly permuted into247

a line of handwriting. The words are centered vertically. See248

Figure 1 (3).249

(4) Step 2 is repeated L times to get L lines of handwriting.250

These lines are concatenated vertically to produce a page.251

See Figure 1 (4).252

(5) A page is then broken up into non-overlapping square patches.253

The remainder of the page is discarded. The resulting patches254

are resized to 224x224 pixels. See Figure 1 (5).255

(6) Steps (4) and (5) are repeated N times.256

(7) Finally we apply binarization. The patches are thresholded257

using adaptive Gaussian Thresholding with 37x37 kernel.258

In the process described above, we have two hyper-parameters,259

L and N. L denotes how many lines are in a page and, therefore, in260

patches. L indirectly controls how many words are each patch. I261

used L=6 throughout the experiments, which ensured that there262

were at least 15 words per patch.263

The number of patches per sample depends on N, L, and the264

sample’s text size. If N=1, L=6 is set, each sample produces 20265

patches on average. N controls how many pages are produced;266

therefore, it is roughly a factor by which the dataset is enlarged.267

A high value for N will result in a bigger training set but will also268

increase the risk of over�tting.269

N=6 was used for the training set. As a result, over 50,000 patches270

were generated from the CVL dataset. The samples that go through271

this process yield patches that are ready to be fed to the CNN272

model. Enlarging the test set serves no purpose, but we still want273

to standardize the input for the CNN. So N=1 was used for the test274

set.275
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Figure 2: Work�ow

5.2 Training, Validation and Test sets276

The CVL database [8] consists of handwritten texts from 310 writers.277

This dataset provides a default split into training and test sets, with278

27 and 283 writers in each, respectively. The writers in the training279

set contributed with 7 handwriting samples (1 in German and 6 in280

English), whereas the writers in the test set only provided 5 samples281

(1 in German and 4 in English).282

I randomly chose the validation subset from the default test283

set. Validation loss can only provide valuable information if the284

validation set is disjoint (in terms of writers) from the training set.285

The model that minimized the loss on validation set was evaluated286

on CVL’s test set. The validation set was not included in the �nal287

evaluation.288

CVL also provides the word segmentation of all samples in the289

database. These images contain single words and were directly used290

in this research to generate patches as discussed in section 5.1.291

5.3 Training292

Initially, the architecture that I chose for the CNN was similar to293

the one used by Tang and Wu. During the experiments, di�erence294

between training and validation losses was quite signi�cant, so I295

simpli�ed the model to just 3 convolutional blocks followed by a296

single fully connected layer. Each convolutional block includes a297

2D convolutional, batch normalization, max pooling and dropout298

layers. See Figure 3..299

Batch normalization layers help speed up the training process300

and the dropout layers (dropout rate=0.4) alleviate the risks of301

over�tting. L2 regularization was applied to the fully connected302

layer, with lambda=0.0001.The model was trained for 15 epochs303

with batch gradient descend and Adam optimizer, with an initial304

learning rate of 0.0003. I implemented this CNN framework in keras305

with tensor�ow backend.306

I used relu activation function for all convolution layers. The307

dense layer was compiled with no activation function and the �nal308

256 dimensional output vector was normalized. The model was309

compiled with triplet loss function. Given the embeddings of the310

triplets (anchor, positive and negative examples), triplet loss is311

calculated using the formula:312

! =<0G (3 (0=2⌘>A , ?>B8C8E4) � 3 (0=2⌘>A ,=460C8E4) +<0A68=, 0)
The process described in section 5.1 yielded 224x224 grayscale313

patches that were fed to the CNN in batches of 256. I combined314

the semi-hard negative triplet mining with hard negative and hard315

positive mining. For the initial 10 epochs, an online semi-hard316

negative triplet mining strategy was used to pick the triplets from317

each batch. The training is accelerated by choosing those triplets318

where the positive is closer to the anchor than the negative, but319

the distances do not di�er by a de�ned margin. Semi-hard negative320

triplets are the ones that satisfy the following property:321

3 (0, ?) < 3 (0,=) < 3 (0, ?) +<0A68=

10 epochs of training with semi-hard negative triplet mining was322

followed by 5 epochs of hard negative triplet mining. Hard negative323

triplets are the ones that satisfy the inequality given below:324

3 (0=2⌘>A , ?>B8C8E4) > 3 (0=2⌘>A ,=460C8E4)

Figure 3: CNN framework

As I already mentioned, the triplets are chosen from each batch,325

not the entire dataset. Hence, the size of the mini-batches has an326

impact on the performance of the �nal model. On the other hand,327

the validation loss tends to increase as we increase the batch size,328

because there is a higher chance that we encounter harder triplets329

in larger batches. This poses an issue for evaluating which model330

performs best on the validation set. Therefore, two models that331

were trained with di�erent batch sizes were evaluated on the test332

set.333
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N Soft criterion Hard Criterion

1 0.91 0.91
2 0.95 0.82
3 0.97 0.71
4 0.97 0.51
5 0.98 N/A
10 0.99 N/A
Table 1: Experimental results

I experimented with di�erent CNN architectures (number of334

layers, number of �lters in convolutional layers) as well as with335

di�erent hyperparameters (initial learning rate, N - the augmenta-336

tion factor, dropout rate). The model that performed best on the337

validation set was evaluated on the test set to obtain the �nal results.338

5.4 Evaluation of the model339

Once the training of the CNNs completed, pre-processing steps340

discussed in 5.2 were applied to the test set. A single page of hand-341

writing was produced (with N=1, L=6) from each sample. Each page342

yielded 20 patches on average. These patches were then fed to the343

CNN to obtain the embeddings. The result of training the model344

with triplet loss is that the model learns the mapping from the345

input samples to the 256-dimensional Euclidean space, where the346

measure of similarity is simply the distance between the vectors.347

For the evaluation to be comparable to other approaches, each348

sample needs to have a single embedding. However, each sample349

yields multiple patches and, therefore, multiple feature vectors.350

For this reason, the feature vectors from the patches of the same351

sample need to be combined to produce a single embedding. I took352

the median of the vectors (median value in each dimension across353

multiple vectors) and built a database of (handwriting sample -354

embedding) pairs.355

I used the leave-one-out cross-validation strategy to evaluate356

the model on soft Top-N and hard Top-N criteria. This is one of the357

most popular approaches taken by other researchers to measure358

how well the model clusters the samples from the same class.359

The �rst step in measuring soft Top-N, hard top N is �nding N360

nearest neighbors of a single embedding. If all N neighbors have361

the same label as the anchor, then it is considered a hit for hard362

evaluation. For soft evaluation, at least one neighbor has to have363

the same label. Soft Top-1 and hard Top-1 always have the same364

value.365

6 RESULTS366

The method proposed in this paper was evaluated on CVL’s test367

set. The embeddings for each handwriting sample were produced368

by combining the embeddings of the patches generated from those369

samples. The �nal feature vectors were evaluated on soft Top-N,370

hard Top-N criteria. The experimental results are given in Table 2.371

These results look promising, given that the CNN was trained on372

handwriting samples from only 27 writers.373

The state-of-the-art methods proposed by Tang and Wu [13] and374

Christlein at al. [3] report far better results, but they used much375

more training data. Tang and Wu reported 0.93 hit accuracy for376

hard Top-4, whereas Christlein and Meier reported 0.945 for hard377

top-3. Both of these teams of researchers used ICDAR13 dataset,378

which contains samples from 100 writers in the training set.379

Over�tting was one of the main issues during the training due to380

the lack of writer classes. Surprisingly, adding the random rotations381

during pre-processing worsened the results. The augmentation382

factor N=10 yielded the best results in the experiments. Increasing383

N further introduced more over�tting. The optimal mini-batch384

size for training with triplet loss turned out to be 256, and the385

dropout rate for each dropout layer at 0.4 produced the best results.386

I experimented with increasing the dropout rates in consecutive387

layers, proportional to the �lter size; however, this approach did388

not yield better results.389

7 CONCLUSION390

This paper proposes the use of triplet architecture to obtain the391

global embeddings for handwriting samples to tackle o�ine text-392

independant writer identi�cation. The features are learned from393

large patches of handwritings as proposed by Tang and Wu. The394

data augmentation method provides a CNN with enough input to395

be trained on large patches that capture a lot of information about396

the handwriting style. Triplet loss as a cost function provides more397

direct way to learn a mapping of a sample to its embedding.398

Over�tting remains a big issue in the proposed method. Aug-399

mentation provides more samples in each writer class but it is the400

number of writers in the database that would make more di�erence.401
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